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The Holy Mother is guiding my mission for a long time now.
It was in a monastery in Ireland. There I founded a congregation with about 100 members for the 
Holy Mother, consecrated almost 50 people into the monastic life and 7 priests for this order.  
After many years of practicing their faith and devotion to the Holy Mother it was the Holy Mother 
Herself who did lead this people to me, to start this congregation. 
Every day Holy Mass, consecrations, prayers and many visions from 2 seers with prophetic gifts. It 
was a very intense experience.
And in the nights the Holy Mother revealed many mysteries to me.

I loved the stories of the Saints and Paramahansa Yogananda, his 
teachings about Jesus Yoga and all the things that will happen in the 
future. The unity between hindus and christians, the new baptism with 
fire and entering Christ Consciousness. But I became aware that in this 
time nobody was making the gift of Jesus Yoga available to mankind. 
It was the Holy Mother who showed me the obvious, that only a holder of
the apostolic succession was able to make Jesus Yoga available to 
mankind. There I understood that the east, Yogananda, Yugteswar, 
Vivekananda, Ramakrishna, Pradhubada …… they all did already their 
part but the west did just not respond yet. When I was getting a little mad 
about it, that the christian leaders did fail and not respond to this amazing 
movement properly, it was the Holy Mother who told me to just do it! 



The Holy Mother is the female part of God. The one and only God 
that is beyond creation, manifests into creation as the Holy Trinity 
as God Father, Goddess Mother (Holy Ghost) and God the Holy 
Child.
We now live in the age of the Divine Feminine when the Holy 
Mother is here on earth. She appears in many locations like 
Guadeloupe, Fatima, Lourdes …. to lead mankind.

Especially after receiving the baptism with fire we are able to 
receive the guidance from the Holy Mother directly. And so She did.
The Holy Mother arranged it that I received a part of the Shroud of 
Turin, the most precious relic of mankind. It is the cloth that was 
wrapped around Jesus during his resurrection. It radiates the Light 
of Life. And the Holy Mother told me to spread parts of the Holy 
Shroud all around the world to make the light of Life available to all
mankind. It causes the great illumination. Together with the relics I 
spread art of the Holy Feet. 

As the bible says it will be the feet of the seed of the Holy Mother that will crush the evil. 
So I combine the artwork of the Holy Feet with the relic. 

Ofcourse for this art project it would be amazing to use the holy feet of a living Goddess. The Holy 
Mother who is now on earth as the Holy Spirit also manifests in human vessels. There are the living
Gods that walk on earth as St Paul reveals in the bible and already Jesus mentioned. 

So how could I find a living Goddess? 
I asked the Holy Mother to guide me.

I received a dream in which I saw a living Goddess in orange sitting elevated on a throne. Her 
devotees sitting at her holy feet. On the wall there was a picture of the Jesus. An icon showing 
Jesus as the Pantocrator. And a rosary. This vision in my dream expressed in a perfect way 
what Jesus Yoga is.

When I went online in Facebook and I browsed the pictures and profiles that have been 
automatically suggested to my by Facebook….. a picture appeared that showed exactly my 
vision that I had in my dream!

And on this picture the living Goddess was marked. 
So in a holy shock I clicked on the profile of
 
Paramahansa Tridevi Ma.

I did send her a message. 
And she replied immediately! 



She told me that normally she would not be online or
somebody else would take care of the profile and it was
only for some brief moments that she came online. 

She spiritually called me to meet her online!

She showered her amazing blessings on me.

I told her about my vision in my dream and I asked
her “Are you a living Goddess on earth?”

Paramahansa Tridevi Ma answered: “Yes I am !”
In that moment when she spoke this powerful words,
she let me feel all of Her divine presence. 
An experience that is beyond words. 

After a while She said to me: “Your name is pure divine grace”

All of Her words touched my heart. When the divine gives you a name then divine is also taking 
ownership of you and giving you a purpose that is expressed by the name. 
So I asked:”Do I have the right name?” 

She was reading my mind knowing my thoughts and She answered: “Yes… don’t important the way
that you received this name, my soul, Moksh is your name.”

While being excited by Her confirmation I noticed that she called me “her soul” and I understood 
but then asked Her specifically: “Did you give me this name?”

She said: “Yes I did”

So I knew She was a manifestation of the Divine Feminine connected with the Holy Mother.
She named me and gave me my name and mission.

Then Paramahansa Tridevi Ma revealed that She gave me my name to lead me to come to Her:
“And by the guidance of this Blessed Name in energy and divine strengh, you have dyed clarity to 
feel me. To surrender the mind to your feeling and find me! Here I am, here we are!”

The living Goddess called me and I followed Her calling.
She gave me my name and mission. She appeared first in my dream and then in Facebook.

The living Goddess told me that already she was with me from the moment I consciously 
started to search for Her:”I was in South America and June 30, approximately, I heard a 
Voice of a man, in German lenguaje that said “Mutter” to my heart it was 3 AM
I hugged him in my heart because I felt he needed all my love!
And here you are!”
Mutter is the German word for mother, so the living Goddess already heard my prayers to the Holy 
Mother and She answered and did send me Her divine love and guidance.
And finally on July 9th she appeared in Facebook in front of me.



What then happened can not be fully described by words...

The living Goddess installed Herself in my heart.

She said: “I live in your heart
My divine manifestation from now 
is on your inner heart
you are free
Be Moksh”

She did let me experience Her divine self, let me feel her 
power, entered and filled me with Divine Love. 
Goddess is working through me now!

And the living Goddess put all her blessings on my mission.

She gave me pictures of Her Holy Feet that I create 
artworks of Her Holy Feet and combine this artworks with 
real parts of the Shroud of Turin.

Surrendering to the Holy Feet of the living Goddess 
destroys the ego and opens ourself to receive the divine 
blessings.

And amazing blessings flow through the Living Goddess. She is connecting heaven and earth, She 
is a channel for the Divine Energy, which enters Her crown and flows through Her body to radiate 
from Her Holy Feet to bless this planet and all mankind.



The more one worships and surrenders to the Holy Feet of the Living Goddess the more one 
gets rid of the ego and opens oneself to receive the Divine Energy that radiate from the Holy 
Feet of the Living Goddess.

For this purpose the Living Goddess is giving us Her Holy Mantra:

AUM BAGAVATE TRIDEVYÉ NAMAHA

AUM: 
AUM (often written OM) is representing the base frequency of creation.
When God did speak and out of His word the creation started to exist, it is the divine frequency of 
God that vibrates behind everything. With AUM we resonate and connect with this divine frequency
and become one. AUM also represents the trinity, the 3 aspects of God that manifest is creation and 
also there is the 4 aspect which is the silence before or after AUM representing the formless eternal 
God that is beyond the manifestation of the trinity.

With speaking AUM we connect with God and enter oneness in creation and the one and only God 
beyond creation.

BAGAVATE: Refers to a manifestation of God in creation. 

TRIDEVYÉ: Refers to the manifestation of God as trinity in creation. Since we live in the age of 
Divine Feminine the full trinity manifests and is accessable in female form.

With Speaking  BAGAVATE TRIDEVYÉ we address and invoke God who manifests in through the
Living Goddess in the human vessel of Paramahansa Tridevi Ma.

NAMAHA: Means to adore, venerate or worship. When used in addressing a divine being it also 
has a component of acknowledging and surrendering.



When we speak the Mantra:
AUM BAGAVATE TRIDEVYÉ NAMAHA
then we connect with the triune God through 
surrendering and worshiping God through the 
Living Goddess Paramahansa Tridevi Ma.

One can sit in front of the artworks with the the Holy Feet of the Living Goddess and pray the 
mantra 108 times and experience Her Divine Darshan.
Feel how the divine light is transcending you 
and how the divine love of Premavatar Paramahansa Tridevi Ma fills your heart.

Every Wednesday devotees world wide connect and pray this mantra 3x108 times.

The Holy Mother Herself is making amazing blessings available through the artworks.





The artwork is combined with the relics of the Shroud of Turin.

It is the shroud in which Jesus Christ was wrapped in the tomb when he resurrected from dead.
There has been a lot of scientific researches and till today science is not able to explain how the 
picture of Jesus occurred on the shroud. And with all the technology we have available today it is 
still impossible for us to create an image like this.
The image was created by an energy that is still not understood by science but mentioned in the 
bible:

Jesus is the light of the world and radiates the light of life:
"When Jesus spoke again to the people, he said, “I am the light of the world.
Whoever follows me will never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.” "
John 8,12

This light of life is real. When Jesus resurrected, this most powerful light radiated from his body 
and created an amazing image of him on his burial cloth.

Jesus entire body can be seen best with a negative of the the picture of the shroud.

Every piece of the Shroud is radiating this powerful energy.

This energy and divine light is bringing illumination 
and is raising the consciousness of mankind.

For this we install a network of light workers a prayer network.

The artwork with the Holy Feet of the Living Goddess, together with the relic of the Shroud of
Turin and the powerful mantra of the Living Goddess.



Paramahansa Tridevi Ma has a part of the Shroud of Turin: “I will have the relic with me 
wherever I walk”

This way she is always connected with the worldwide network that we build with prayer 
groups all around the world.

We need to build more and more prayer groups that connect through the artworks and the 
presence of the relic in prayer with the Holy Mother.

Then the Holy Mother can transform mankind and lead 
us into Christ Consciousness.

This is the mission of Jesus Yoga like already Paramahansa 
Yogananda and so many other saints did teach about.

Jesus Yoga is the mission the Holy Mother gave me.

The living Goddess is spreading Her blessing through this 
network 
and blessed this divine mission:
“All blessings of my heart”



We need the Divine Feminine
to heal mankind and lead us into

Christ Consciousness.

The development of mankind is evolving faster and faster.
With high speed our knowledge and technological abilities are increasing.

To keep up with this process and abilities and to use all this to benefit mankind,
it is necessary that we humans achieve a higher level of consciousness.

Because of a lack of this higher consciousness we witness: exploitation and destruction of our
planet, climate and society.

People experience: War, depression, suicide, loneliness ...

The Divine Feminine transforms the consciousness
and helps us to reach higher levels.

When we reach the higher consciousness as a person and as mankind, we are able to transform the
planet, mankind and our life.

The results will be:
bliss, happiness, peace, freedom, creativity, health and so much more.

And those who want to go even further,
can connect their own energy system with the divine energy.



They can connect with God, ignite the flame of love in their heart
and enter Christ Consciousness.

Now we need to build up more and more prayer groups.
We need spiritual leaders 

that receive a divine artwork of the Holy feet of the Living Goddess 
and a relic of the Shroud of Turin. 

And then build up prayer groups worldwide 
to spread the amazing blessings of the Holy Mother.


